Guidewire Explore for Policy
Enabling Smart Business Decisions
DATA SHEET
Traditional data warehouses are necessary for financial reporting and
are critical to support important data management needs in a core
systems transformation. But these solutions leave business leaders
struggling to get the insight they need to make key operational
decisions.
The pace of decision-making has increased, data is abundant, and
advances in technology have opened new opportunities to address
business needs. Customers want to get more from their core systems
investment with deeper insights into their business. What’s needed is a
real-time, instant-on solution for targeted business problems at an
affordable cost.

The Challenges

SMART, SIMPLE, NOW
• Gives you a smart, personalized
solution for targeted business
problems
• Augments decision-making with a
simple and intuitive experience
• Increases business agility with fast
answers to ever-evolving business
questions
• Delivers more from your core
systems investment
• Achieves fast time-to-value with an
instant-on solution—providing a
predictable cost and low risk

• Incomplete and stale information: Data from yesterday or last
month isn’t useful for decision-making today. Team management,
catastrophe response, and rising customer expectations all demand real-time information.
• Insight obscured by static reports: Static reports and traditional business intelligence can answer only those
questions that the business had yesterday—not the questions it will need to answer tomorrow.
• Not having the right tool for the right purpose: While necessary for financial reporting, data warehouses are
costly and often extended for inappropriate use cases. Business leaders are then left to work outside these
solutions because they cannot get their enhancements prioritized.

Guidewire Explore for Policy
Guidewire Explore™ for Policy is a next-generation, real-time, instant-on analytic solution that
empowers business users to examine their operational policy data and accelerate decision-making
while improving customer responsiveness and boosting user productivity.

DATA SHEET: GUIDEWIRE EXPLORE FOR POLICY

• Smart business decisions: Explore for Policy
improves underwriting efficiency and
profitability by enabling smart business
decisions such as underwriting submissions
processing, conversion analysis, pipeline
analysis, balancing team workload, uncovering
process bottlenecks, and achieving profitability
targets.
• Simple design: Explore for Policy augments
decision-making without feeling overbearing,
intrusive, or abstract. It provides free-form
universal search across curated Guidewire
PolicyCenter™ data with numerous
visualizations and dashboards that help guide
specific actions.
• Increased user productivity: Explore for Policy
brings together business analysts, data
scientists, data-savvy managers, underwriters,
and executives with real-time insights that
improve not only customer responsiveness but
also internal processes while boosting user
productivity. All insights can easily be
embedded back into PolicyCenter.

Business Benefits
Explore for Policy is a cloud-native application that provides the following benefits compared to more traditional
approaches:
• Fast time-to-value: Because Explore for Policy is instant-on, business users will be up and running rapidly to solve
business problems without requiring a lengthy data warehousing project.
• Predictable cost: This analytic solution is available at a fraction of the cost of legacy business intelligence
applications. Because it’s a cloud-native, fully managed solution, you have predictable costs with no long-term
commitments. It also means no upgrades—you’re always running the latest version of the software.
• Low risk: Subscribing to a service instead of licensing software also reduces your risk. Your IT department can
focus on creating strategic value for the business instead of maintaining and upgrading infrastructure or systems.

About Guidewire Software
Guidewire delivers the industry platform that Property and Casualty (P&C) insurers rely upon to adapt and succeed in
a time of accelerating change. We provide the software, services, and partner ecosystem to enable our customers to
run, differentiate, and grow their business. We are privileged to serve more than 350 companies in 32 countries. For
more information, please visit www.guidewire.com and follow us on twitter: @Guidewire_PandC.
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